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The data used in this project were internal logs
of a Software Development company on the
assignment of tasks to its employees covering
the period 2014-16. It contained 46,367 tasks,
split into 264,521 actions. The data required a lot
of cleaning and restructuring.
Variables:
- task assignment and completion time
- minutes spent on an action recorded by the
assignee, with timestamp
- total worked minutes of a task (sum of
worked minutes of actions)
- estimate of total worked minutes made by
assigner when assigning the task
- category, subcategory, type and source
(internal/external) of the task,
- name, department, country and position of
the assigner and assignee.

- Find patterns in employee efficiency (also
over time, across departments and countries)
which might help identify areas where
planning could be improved
- Improve estimate times when assigning a new
task through a regressioon model

The company operates in 3 coutries (FR, IT,
EN) and counted for 111 employees in 2016.
Who assignes tasks to who?

Bold parts indicate edge direction and volume of
tasks assigned across departments.

The analysis included:
- total and avg. worked minutes by country, department and position
- analysis of workload over time, and by type of task
- analysis of efficiency (avg. worked minutes per task) of departments
and of individual employees, given: task type, country, employee
position, category or source of task

- For employee efficiency analysis, relevant
data on employee efficiency is extracted by
restructuring and regrouping.
- In order to obtain improved time estimates of
tasks, a regression model is built. Then the
results of the model are compared against
the company’s own time estimates of tasks
(variable EstimateInminutes) in order to see
which one is more resultful.
- As the label to be predicted was worked
minutes spent on a task, the actions (rows in
tha data) had to be aggregated into tasks.
- The features used in the model included
category, source and the type of task, the
person to whome the task was first assigned
and his/her department and position, as well
as the month. In the model, it was assumed
that a task is assigned only to one person, i.e.
that other people who will later be involved
are not known at the time of assignment.

- The analysis shows for each department/country which type of
tasks an employee is performing more efficiently than others, as well
as who are the best and who are below average performers in
each department, in terms of avg. time spent on a task.
- These results could be useful for the company's management in
order to improve their planning by assigning tasks where a person is
more efficient to this person, or deciding which employees might
need further training to improve their efficiency.

The RMSE of the model was really high. Despite this, our model
ouperformed the company’s own estimations (RMSE of 2269 for the
company’s own estimations against a RMSE of 520 for the predicted
ones when the values were compared to the actual worked
minutes) in case of tasks lasting up to 1 month. However, good
performance was partly due to some of the company’s own time
estimations being very much off (considerably higher than actual
worked minutes) in case of some tasks.

